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Evidently, the English were recently in need of two things. First, a national soccer 

manager able to propose a ‘modern identity’ relaxed in its diversity as a recipe for 

success. This they now have in Gareth Southgate, just too late for Jeremy Black’s book.  

Second, a historian able to provide a balanced account of a subject mired in confusion 

and emotion. And this they now have in Black’s English Nationalism, an excellent 

advertisement for history itself. 

 

He tackles nationalism largely chronologically, from the forging of a united state in the 

10th century to today, but its themes are explicit. They revolve around a sense of 

distinctiveness, not ethnicity, rooted in many things: a gradual entrenchment of individual 

liberty, partly expressed in parliamentary sovereignty; a system of Common Law very 

different – legally, politically and intellectually – from Continental Roman Law; a respect 

for property; a continuity of local government in parish, shire and town that was 

comfortable in its English, though not its British, identity; a liking, if not always, for 

moderation; a language that promoted the culture and proved exportable; an insular 

warding off of outsiders, especially threats from Danes, French, Spanish, Dutch and 

Germans; an identification of Protestantism with patriotism and an instinctive hostility to 

supranational religions -  Catholicism and Islam. 

 

As Professor Black explains, in the 19th century, fuelled by a narrative of success – an 

Empire that spanned the globe; a world economic dominance forged in industrialization, 

urbanization and trading supremacy; and a social and political stability envied by 

foreigners, if not by Marx – English nationalism seemed to combine the advantages of 

tradition with the creation of what we now call ‘modernity’. And yet there was – and 

remains – one great anomaly: the union of Anglo-Saxon tribes had to take account of the 

other inhabitants of these islands. 

 

The English – and many foreigners – dealt with this by using ‘English’ and ‘British’ 

interchangeably. Elizabeth 1, in her Armada speech, was clear that it was as ‘King of 

England’ that she had ‘the heart and stomach of a king’. The slogan ‘England expects’ 

was rarely replaced by ‘Britain expects’. A 20th-century Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin, 

even expressed his ‘profound thankfulness’ in a 1924 speech that he could speak of 

‘England’ to a gathering without ‘some fellow at the back’ shouting ‘Britain’. In reality, 

the original military absorption of the non-English parts of Britain was not followed by 

the creation of a British identity, which on the whole was not wanted by the other 

peoples, except the Northern Ireland Protestants and some of the Scots who came, with 

success, south. 
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‘Brexit’ is thus largely an English exit, with the complication that the dominance of 

‘Remainer’ London conflicts with what Churchill once called ‘the ancient and lofty ideals 

of English citizenship’. Englishness sentimentally expanded during the 20th century with 

suburbia, a love of gardens, an authentic idyll in which (a vicar told H.V. Morton in 

1927) newspapers were ‘only another kind of fairy story about the world outside’. 

 

Black’s absorbing account explains more recent events: the collapse of Empire; relative 

economic decline, the loss of the Church of England as a religious and social cement; a 

loss of self-esteem; and now new foes in the form both of supranational and remote 

bureaucracies and of global elites in the professions and business, apparently oblivious to 

perceptions of their greed – all of these things have encouraged a beleaguered English 

nationalism, a failure to understand why the non-English British might want their own 

destiny and why there might be some support – emotionally, if not in practice – for Mrs 

Merkel’s idea of a standardized history textbook for Europe. 

 

Jeremy Black succeeds in showing the very deep roots of a sense of ‘Englishness’. He 

ends by making an important plea for wresting its fate from extremists and making a 

sophisticated coherence out of it, suitable for the contemporary world. 

 

Jamie Camplin is a historian and publisher. His Books Do Furnish a Painting (with Maria 

Ranauro) is published in Autumn 2018.  


